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Economic development efforts focusing on
business location decisions often place local
jurisdictions
in direct competition for placeTo Indianapolis
ment of potential firms. While this competition may spur local communities to focus
on important physical enhancements, the
absence of resources may result in several
partially prepared sites instead of one fully
prepared facility. This could damage overall
economic benefits because fiscal and commercial impacts and employment often accrue over a broad area. As a consequence,
many communities have considered Tax
Increment Financing Districts or other fiscal
sharing arrangements for economic development activities.

developments, specifically those targeted for
large-scale commercial development. Large
malls or retail facilities, manufacturing spec
buildings and warehousing facilities are all
examples of commercial activities in which
communities have agreed to share specific
taxes in order to pool initial development resources.

Fiscal sharing arrangements permit communities to share tax dollars from the location
of a specific new facility, and so enable local
elected leaders to pool resources for business attraction and expansion efforts. This
type of arrangement can be used in larger

Tax sharing districts in Indiana are most likely
to involve personal and real property taxes,
special district taxes and LOIT, Wheel Tax and
Innkeeper’s Tax.

Tax sharing districts are also a useful tool for
demonstrating effective local government.
Municipal and county governments that are
able to formulate a tax sharing arrangement
for economic development illustrate a degree
of flexibility and cooperation that is attractive
to business.

